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Abstract

Physically based simulation of human motions is an important issue in the context of computer animation, robotics and biomechanics. We present a new technique for allowing our physically-simulated planar biped characters to imitate human behaviors. Our contribution is twofold. We developed an optimization method that transforms any (either motion-captured or kinematically synthesized) biped motion into a physically-feasible, balance-maintaining simulated motion. Our optimization method allows us to collect a rich set of training data that contains stylistic, personality-rich human behaviors. Our controller learning algorithm facilitates the creation and composition of robust dynamic controllers that are learned from training data. We demonstrate a planar articulated character that is dynamically simulated in real time, equipped with an integrated repertoire of motor skills, and controlled interactively to perform desired motions.
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Despite much research progress, learning a biped behavior from motion capture data is still challenging when the behavior requires subtle control for maintaining its balance, which is difficult to capture from recorded motion data. Another difficulty is the physical imprecision of the captured motion data. Since the dynamic character model is drastically simplified from the live actor, any biped character that exactly follows the captured joint angle trajectories would lose its balance and fall over in a few steps.

Figure 1. An example of finite state machines that govern transitioning between motor controllers. The nodes correspond to motor controllers and the edges show the transition possibilities between controllers.
actuating its joints while maintaining its balance. The control policy of the character’s behavior is learned from the rectified motion set. This control policy allows our characters to imitate biped behaviors robustly.

We also propose a method of composing learned dynamic controllers into an integrated framework that allows the character to transition between different behaviors. Robust transitioning from one motor controller to the other is achieved by learning a designated transition controller. The training data for the transition controller are either motion-captured or synthesized by blending existing data kinematically. Once all the controllers are learned, our character can be dynamically simulated in real time and controlled interactively to perform desired motions.

![Figure3. Transitioning between controllers](image)

We present a new technique for allowing our physically-simulated planar biped characters to imitate human behaviors. We start with a set of motions that were recorded from a live actor performing actions repeatedly. The motion set is rectified via optimization in such a way that the simplified dynamic model can approximately reproduce the recorded motion trajectories by
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